In this paper, we propose various localization error optimal beamforming strategies and subsequently study the trade-off between data and localization services while budgeting time and frequency resources in a multi-user millimeter-wave framework. Allocating more resources for the data service phase instead of localization would imply higher data rate but, concurrently, also a higher position and orientation estimation error. In order to characterize this trade-off, we firstly derive a flexible application-dependent localization error cost function combining the Cramér-Rao lower bounds of delay, angle of departure and/or angle of arrival estimates at a mobile receiver over the downlink. Consequently we devise different fairness criteria based localization error optimal beamforming strategies in a multi-user context. Finally, we show the advantage of the latter beamforming strategies and assess the communication-localization trade-off with respect to various time-frequency resource division schemes.
I. INTRODUCTION
An exponential increase in the demand for low latency high data rate services is driving the wireless communication industry into adopting high frequency millimeter wave (mm-Wave) as a key technology in the 5th generation (5G) of cellular networks [1] . These high frequency bands (between 30 and 300 GHz) are beneficial by allowing high data rates through the exploitation of large available bandwidths [2] . However, operating in the mm-Wave domain, as verified by Friis' transmission equation, is also characterized by high path loss, high shadowing loss and high sensitivity to blockages [3] . To combat these issues, beamforming with the help of highly directional, steerable and compact antenna arrays is considered an effective solution to provide high directivity gain and hence, improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [4] , [5] .
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Lin Bai . However, effective beamforming calls for even better knowledge of the propagation channel than within omnidirectional transmissions. In the literature, mm-Wave channel estimation is usually split into two phases: i) Beam training, typically based on spatial beam sweeping [6] , [7] and ii) Channel parameters estimation (in both single-and multi-path scenarios), relying for instance on optimization and compressive sensing techniques [8] - [10] . The objective of the latter is to exploit the sparse geometric structure of the mm-Wave channel to estimate the angle of departure (AoD), the angle of arrival (AoA) and the complex channel coefficients of a few well-separated multi-path components. In the mm-Wave case, knowing the position and orientation of the user and beyond, knowing the relative geometry of a given radio link (e.g., by means of AoD and AoA estimates), is highly beneficial, for instance for faster initial access, eased beam alignment, dynamic user tracking, etc [11] , [12] .
Initial works on mm-Wave localization aimed at characterizing the performance bounds of location-dependent VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ variables estimation, mostly in terms of their Cramér-Rao lower bound (CRLB). In [9] , [13] - [15] for instance, the authors derive the CRLB of delay, AoD and AoA estimation for single-carrier systems in both single-and multi-path scenarios. In [15] , the authors derive a similar CRLB formulation in a multi-path scenario, while making strong asymptotic assumptions regarding the occupied bandwidth and the number of transmit and receive antenna elements. In [14] , a comparison between Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) and beamforming architectures is provided, showing that the effect of multi-path can be neglected when assuming massive antenna arrays. In [9] the authors characterize the CRLB for the same location-dependent estimation variables, but within multi-carrier systems. Using these theoretical performance bounds, recent works in the literature have also been dedicated towards finding the localization optimal beamformers. In particular, [16] and [17] study localization bounds based beamforming in a single-user context with both single and multiple subcarriers. Similarly, in [18] , the authors propose beamforming strategies to minimize a localization error expressed in the form of the squared position error bound (SPEB). This SPEB is shown to be equivalent to a linear combination of the CRLB terms associated with delay and AoD estimates. Furthermore, [19] studies different fairness policies for localization error optimal beamforming in a multi-user multi-carrier system. Beyond, aiming at drawing inherent synergies and mutual benefits between the two functionalities, the simultaneous localization and communication framework (also referred to as multi-service) has also been gaining popularity in this specific context of mm-Wave. For instance, Destino and Wymeersch [20] and Kumar et al. [21] explore the trade-off between position estimation error bounds (PEB) and/or orientation estimation error bounds (OEB) on the one hand, and communication data rates on the other hand, as a result of time sharing between the two services for both single-and multi-user cases. Similarly, in [22] , the authors investigate different beam training strategies and the corresponding trade-offs between communication and positioning. Likewise, the authors study optimal beamwidth selection with energy [19] and power [23] budgeting schemes between localization and communication services in a single-user scenario.
In this paper, we study different resource budgeting strategies in a framework consisting of both communication and localization services 1 for multi-user cases in a multi-carrier system. For this purpose, we first derive the localization optimal beamformers and then recall the communication oriented optimal beamfomers for both single and multiple users from [21] . For the localization oriented optimal beamformer, we then reformulate the CRLB characterizing the estimation of key channel parameters such as delay, AoD, AoA and the complex channel coefficient in a multi-carrier scenario. Based on the previous bounds, we subsequently construct a tunable localization error cost function combining the latter intermediary bounds, before formulating and solving out the beamforming optimization problem accordingly.
In comparison with the existing works reported above, the main paper contributions can be summarized as follows.
1) Reformulation of the Fisher Information Matrix (FIM) for the joint estimation of all the previously mentioned channel parameters in a multi-carrier case and consequently, derivation of the CRLB in terms of delay, AoD and AoA. 2) With the help of the previous CRLB, derivation of the localization error as a properly weighted function of squared PEB and OEB. Reformulation of the function into a flexible and tunable localization error cost function, enabling to put the strength onto intermediary location-dependent estimated variables, depending on the underlying application.
3) Optimal beamforming optimization problem consider-
ing the formulated localization error for both singleand multi-user cases, further convex reformulation of the previous optimization problem and proposal of an adapted solution accordingly. In the multi-user scenario, formulation of a beam gain sharing strategy based on two distinct fairness criteria, namely proportional and min-max fairness. 4) Illustration and investigation of the system-level communication and localization trade-off for different resource sharing strategies (in particular time and frequency) for multi-user scenarios and comparison of these strategies, given a certain resource budget. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section II we introduce our system model. In section III we present the FIM and CRLB derivation for a single-and multi-carrier cases. We formulate the localization error, before introducing and solving the localization based optimization problem in section IV. Similarly, we also recall the data rate optimal beamforming solution from state of the art. In section V, we present possible localization and communication frameworks in terms of frequency and time budgeting and the trade-off that arises from the different presented strategies. We provide and discuss various illustrations of optimized beamforming results in a canonical scenario in section VI. We also extensively compare the resource allocation schemes by means of Monte Carlo simulations, providing insights in terms of system design. Finally, the paper concludes in section VII.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Consider a wireless mm-Wave down-link scenario consisting of a base station (BS) equipped with N t antenna elements and U users, each equipped with N r antenna elements. The positions of the BS and user-u are represented by p = [p x , p y ] T ∈ R 2 and q u = [q x,u , q y,u ] T ∈ R 2 respectively. Similarly, the orientation of user-u, relative to the y-axis as illustrated in Fig. 1 , is given by o u ∈ [0, 2π). In our system, we consider that the BS has coarse knowledge of the user position and orientation.
The complex signal at a generic time instant is transmitted across N subcarriers centered around frequency f c with bandwidth B and duration T s and is referred to as s n for the n-th subcarrier where n ∈ −N 2 , · · · , N 2 . We denote the i-th element of the previous set at n i where i = 1, 2, · · · , N .
Let f n ∈ C N t denote the beamformer in the precoding sense for the n-th subcarrier. We consider limited beamforming power 0 ≤ trace(f n f H n ) ≤ 1 to satisfy the spectral mask set by regulations. In this paper, we consider uniquely the direct path, assuming a line-of-sight (LOS) propagation model [13] , [18] . The N r × N t complex channel matrix for the n-th subcarrier between the BS and user-u is denoted by H u,n and formulated as in [6] .
where h u ∈ C is the complex channel coefficient, ξ u is the path-loss between the BS and the user, and τ u , θ u and φ u are the delay, AoD and AoA respectively associated with user u. Both the transmitting and receiving antenna arrays are assumed to be uniform linear array (ULA). Assuming an odd number of antenna elements and the centroid of the array as the reference point, the antenna array response can be expressed as
where, λ c is the wavelength corresponding to the center frequency of the transmitted signal and d is the inter-element distance. For the ease of notation, we write a Tx,u (θ u ) as a Tx,u and do the same for a Rx,u (φ u ). Likewise, a Rx (φ u ) can be expressed by simply replacing θ u by φ u and N t bu N r in equation (2) . We assume no beam squinting effects, hence the antenna array responses are independent of subcarrier frequencies.
We consider the received signal y u,n ∈ C at the user-u after whitening and combining expressed as
where, P Tx,u is the transmitted power with respect to the user andñ n ∈ C is the zero-mean additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with two-sided spectral density N 0 /2 and w u ∈ C N r is the combiner vector at the mobile user.
III. FIM AND CRLB
Here, we will derive the FIM, firstly for the n-th subcarrier and then generalize it for all the subcarriers. Subsequently, we will derive the CRLB for joint delay, AoD and AoA estimation.
A. FIM IN THE SINGLE-CARRIER CASE
We define a set of parameters η u = τ u , θ u , φ u , h R,u , h I ,u comprising the estimation variables where h R,u and h I ,u respectively represent the real and imaginary parts of the complex the channel coefficient. Then, the FIM J n,u ∈ R 5×5 characterizing the estimation of these parameters has been derived in [9] , [13] , [14] , [16] as given in (4) , as shown at the bottom of this page, where the values of the matrix entries are given in Appendix A.
B. FIM IN THE MULTI-CARRIER CASE
The FIM for the multi-carrier case can be extended from equation (4) as [9] :
Considering a symmetric power density of the transmitted signal (with respect to the central frequency) after beamforming by assuming f −n = f n and s −n = s n , we can reformulate the FIM in a simple form as presented in Appendix B. By considering these assumptions, we significantly reduce the complexity of inverting the matrix for the derivation of CRLB, although we reduce the transmit diversity by a factor 2.
C. CRLB FORMULATION IN THE MULTI-CARRIER CASE
The symmetry assumption in the transmitted signal decouples the delay estimation with the rest of estimation variables in
the FIM in equation (5) , and hence, we can simply invert the delay Fisher information to get the CRLB for delay estimation. For the AoD and AoA, we can use Schur's complement similar to [16] and find the CRLBs, as follows.
anḋ a Tx,u , σ u and d i,u for i ∈ {0, 1, 2} are the intermediary variables fully defined in appendices A and B. We also define the beamformer dependent variables
D. PEB AND OEB
In order to characterize the localization error bounds, we use PEB and OEB as measures of the localization accuracy as they are widely used in the literature [9] , [16] , [20] . Hence, in this section we introduce PEB and OEB which we can derive from the FIM in equation (5) .
be the vector comprising the new estimation variables representing user u's 2D absolute Cartesian coordinates and absolute orientation, with the real and imaginary channel coefficients respectively. As derived in [9] and [20] , the FIM in terms of the new parameters can be written as
where T u is the Jacobian of µ u with respect to the original estimation variables in µ u formulated in equation (47). Hence, we define PEB and OEB for user u as follows.
IV. POSITIONING ERROR AND DATA RATE FORMULATION IN THE SINGLE-AND MULTI-USER CASES
Our main goal is to study the trade-off between data rate and localization considering various transmission strategies. For this sake, we have to find the optimal beamformer with respect to both the localization and data rate services. In this section, we will first formulate the equivalent localization error as the sum of squared PEB and OEB and then formulate the beamforming optimization problem accordingly. Then we will address the data service part by simply recalling the conventional communication oriented optimal beamformer.
A. POSITIONING ERROR IN THE SINGLE-USER CASE
We characterize an equivalent overall localization error resulting from the combined squared PEB and OEB. As we can see in the derivation in Appendix C, the localization error can be formulated as a weighted linear combination of corresponding unitary CRLBs of the three location-dependent variables.
Here, in order to have a generic optimization framework, we replace the weights with the tunable parameters 2 β τ , β θ , β φ ≥ 0 for each estimation variable, namely delay, AoD, AoA respectively. The goal is to find the beamformer that minimizes this localization error cost. With the generalized localization error formulation in equation (10), we can analyze the effect of each estimation parameter independently onto beamforming by adjusting the weights, which can depend on a priori application requirements.
We can however notice that there are two different variables X and X τ in the formulation of the localization error, in equation (10) . In order to maintain one unique optimization variable in the equation, we can restructure the latter as follows.
Let M = N t × N . Using the Kronecker product, we define vectors a u = s ⊗ a Tx,u ,ȧ u = s ⊗ȧ Tx,u and a N ,u = s N ⊗ a Tx,u , where s = |s n 1 | |s n 2 | · · · |s n N | T , s N = n 2 1 |s n 1 | n 2 2 |s n 2 | · · · n 2 N |s n N | T and X N ∈ C M ×M is defined as the block diagonal matrix consisting of the matrix F n over each subcarrier, expressed as
Hence, the localization error can be reformulated as
2 With the new parameters, the localization error formulated in Appendix C becomes a special case of the formulation in equation (10) when β τ = k τ,u , β θ = k θ,u and β φ = k φ,u . It must also be noted that the CRLB of the estimation variables are interrelated, as explained in [16] . It is inevitable that if we estimate a variable, we can estimate another one as well. The weights do not define the exclusivity of estimation of particular parameters, but rather the estimation variable on which the focus is. A motivation behind the introduction of the general cost function in equation (10) is that some applications might be more sensitive to angle or ranging errors than the absolute position error. In such cases, one can play with the weights β to tune the cost function depending on application requirements.
The goal now is to state an optimization problem which minimizes the localization error under a power constraint. This problem can be formulated as:
represents the zero matrix sized N t × N t and I n ∈ R N t ×M represents a matrix consisting of identity matrix I N t of size N t × N t in n-th block position and 0 N t in the rest of the block positions; in other words,
where e n ∈ R N ×1 is the N -dimensional Euclidean space standard basis vector whose values are all 0s except the n-th element, which is equal to 1. The constraints from equations (13b) and (13c) define the power constraint at each subcarrier as assumed in the system model. Likewise, equation (13d) enforces the block diagonality constraint in the matrix X N . Equation (13e) represents the total power constraint across all the subcarriers and by the virtue of equation (13b), we know that K ≤ N . Similarly, from the positive semidefinite structure of the individual blocks F n in X N , we can conclude that X N is positive semidefinite as well and the rank of each block is 1.
The objective function along with some constraints in this equation, however, are non convex. However, it is possible to reformulate it into a convex optimization problem by introducing different slack variables ζ τ , ζ θ , ζ φ and represent the problem as follows:
Note that the constraints from equations (15b) and (15d) are affine. From [24] and Appendix D, we can simplify and cast the hyperbolic constraint in equation (15c) as
where (.) and (.) represents the real and imaginary operators.
The objective function and all the constraints in equation (15) , except the rank constraint in equation (13g), are convex. In order to solve this problem, in the literature, it is common to solve first a (sub-)problem after dropping the incriminated constraint. Then, based on the first step optimization result, one gets the best rank-1 approximation for the matrix of interest. The rank-1 approximation of the matrix F * n as in [25] is given by
where λ n is the largest eigenvalue of each block element F * n of X * N and v n is the corresponding eigenvector. Hence, replacing the constraint in equation (15c) with equation (16) and removing the rank constraint, we can easily solve the convex semidefinite problem with efficient solvers [26] .
B. POSITIONING ERROR IN THE MULTI-USER CASE
Similarly, for a multi-user case, we define the overall localization error as a function of the localization error per user.
For this multi-user scenario, we consider fairness criteria based beamforming strategies according to which we define the function f (.). The idea is to allocate power to different users based on their positions with the help of beamforming optimization in order to minimize the localization error.
1) MIN MAX FAIRNESS STRATEGY
In this strategy, we ensure a minimum localization error requirement for each user. In doing so, we are limited by the worst user, hence the optimal solution would lead to the minimization of the localization error of the user with the maximum error. In this case, the objective function L(X N ) would be max (L 1 (X N ), L 2 (X N ), · · · , L U (X N )).
The optimization problem is thus formulated accordingly, as follows:
subject to:
Note that the constraints in (19b)-(19d) have the same CRLB requirement for each of the estimation parameters (ζ τ , ζ θ and ζ φ ) for each user. This condition serves to maximize the performance of the worst user.
2) PROPORTIONAL FAIRNESS STRATEGY
Alternatively, we can have a proportionally fair beamforming where better users receive proportionally more power and hence have lower localization errors compared to worse users. We use sum log as the function f (.) in equation (18) and then have separate CRLB requirements for each user in order to achieve this proportionality while distributing the power. It has been shown that the diminishing return property of the log function can be used to achieve proportional fairness [27] . The objective function, in this case, would be U u=1 log (L u (X N )) The optimization problem can be written as
Since we solved the optimization problems in equations (19) and (20) without the rank constraints to maintain convexity of the problem, we perform the rank-1 approximation of matrix F * n as for the single-user case in equation (17). We can see that objective function for min max fairness scheme in equation (19a) is a linear maximization problem with N 2 t N + 3 variables whereas that for the proportional fairness scheme is a non linear optimization problem in equation (20a) with N 2 t N + 3 U optimization variables. The number of constraints in both the cases are the same. Hence, we expect the complexity of solving both the problems to increase with increasing N t , U and N . Similarly, we expect the complexity of solving the optimization problem for proportional fairness scheme to be higher than that of min max fairness scheme due to the non linearity and larger number of optimization variables.
C. DATA RATE IN THE SINGLE-AND MULTI-USER CASES
Following the beamforming optimization in the localization phase, in this section we look at a data rate optimal beamforming solution existing in the literature. In consistency with the localization phase, we consider using an analog architecture with 1 radio frequency (RF) chain 3 transmitting one stream of data at a time. 3 Note that the primary focus of this work is on beamforming optimization for the localization phase. In this section we look at a simple example with analog beamforming architecture for the communication phase for the resource allocation trade-off study. However, the choice of a beamforming architecture and the optimal beamformer for communication can be independent as any type of solution can be implemented on top of our beamforming optimization framework.
We assume that the beamformer transmits sequentially to the users across time i.e. one user at a time. Hence, for user-u, from the signal model in equation (3), we can express SNR as:
where,
and ζ u = √ P Tx √ ξ u |h u ||w H u a Rx,u |. The sum rate for U users, can now be formulated as
where, T u is the fraction of time allocated for data communication phase for a particular user. Mathematically U u=1 T u = T C . The optimization can then be formulated similarly to [21] as follows (P) : max
Since we consider beamforming with respect to one user at a time, we can separate the optimization problem (P) into two separate optimization problems (P1) and (P2), the first one concerning the optimal beamforming vector per user and the second concerning the allocation of time T u depending on the minimum rate requirement constraint for the u-th user in the sum rate maximization. The first optimization problem (P1) can be formulated as:
The above optimization problem (P1) concerns the beamforming optimization in a given direction for a particular user. The solution to the problem is a well known problem in the literature [20] , [28] , [29] referred to as conventional beamforming (CBF) and expressed as follows
where, F * u = f * u f * H u and
Since the SNR expression does not depend on the subcarrier frequency, the optimal beamformer is the same across all the subcarriers. Now given the optimal beamforming vector for each user, we need to determine how much fraction of time T C should be allocated to each user. Accordingly, the second optimization problem can be written as:
For the problem (P2), the solution would be to allocate time firstly to fulfill the minimum rate requirement per user from equation (24b), then to allocate all the remaining time to the user with the highest SNR u in order to maximize the sum rate. Hence the optimal solution would be:
where, δ = 1 − U u=1 κ/log 2 (1 + SNR u ).
V. TRADE-OFF BETWEEN LOCALIZATION AND COMMUNICATION SERVICES
In this section, we will define different resource allocation strategies addressing both communication and localization needs. After having determined both localization and communication optimal beamformers, we consider a system framework providing both localization and communication functionalities. We acknowledge that it is possible to utilize the native communication signal for positioning services. However, it can lead to sub-optimal localization performance (e.g. see [30] for a discussion on localization specific waveforms), and hence we use dedicated pilots designed for better localization performance. In such a framework, the idea is to investigate and compare several schemes enabling resource sharing in both single-and multi-user cases. For a fixed resource budget, based on the trade-off and Quality of Service (QoS) requirement for each service, we determine the optimal split between the resources. Let X * L,u and X * L represent the single-and multi-user optimal localization beamformers X N from equations (15) and (19) or (20) respectively. Similarly, let X * C,u and T * u represent the data rate optimal beamformer and optimal time allocation per user from equations (26) and (28) respectively.
A. TIME DIVISION
Consider a system level framework with total time budget of T = T L + T C , where T L is the total time budgeted for localization, and the rest of the time T C is allocated for communication. We investigate the trade-off between localization and communication performances as a result of time sharing between the two services.
For the multi-user scenario, we use two different schemes, namely the simultaneous localization and communication framework and the sequential 4 localization and communication framework. In the former, we simultaneously localize all the users in the first phase and then simultaneously communicate with them. In the latter, we perform localization and communication for the first user independently and then for the second independently and so on.
1) SIMULTANEOUS MULTI-USER ASSESSMENT
In this strategy, all the users are simultaneously localized for a complete localization time duration of T L , even though allocating simultaneous localization pilots to different users means that each localization signal has reduced power as shown in Fig. 2 . Likewise, we have the same situation for the communication phase in this scenario. In this case we use the optimal beamforming vector for multiple users X * L and X * C,u for both localization and communication services respectively. We then look at the resulting average performance per user while considering data rate, PEB and OEB.
The average rate per user is 4 Here, the words simultaneous and sequential shall be intended in terms of multi-user assessment (and not in terms of communication or localization functionalities). The word ''simultaneous'' refers to a scenario when all the users are assessed at once, and ''sequential'' refers to a scenario when the users are assessed one by one. Similarly, the average PEB and OEB per user with localization time limited to T L can be written as 5
and,
2) SEQUENTIAL MULTI-USER ASSESSMENT
In this scheme, we localize and communicate with one singleuser at a time, while assessing sequentially the multiple users. In this strategy, for localization and communication phases, at each time instance, one single-user is served with maximum power but only for a reduced time duration of T L /U and T u for localization and communication respectively as shown in Fig. 3 , thus respecting the same overall constraints on time T L and T C as in the previous allocation scheme. In other words, we basically use the single-user time division strategy for U consecutive periods, once for each user. The average rate per user can be written as equation (31) . Similarly, the average PEB and OEB per user with the localization time limited to T L /U can be written as
In this strategy, we share the available subcarriers for both localization and communication simultaneously for the full duration of time T . Let N L and N C represent the sets of subcarriers dedicated for localization and communication respectively and N L = |N L | and N C = |N C | represent the cardinality of the two sets. We further need to split the subcarriers allocated to the communication phase into U parts, represented as N C,u , ∀u, such that we can beamform all the U users relying on different subcarriers. Since we consider no frequency effect on the rate, we can split the frequency among the users arbitrarily. The sets N L and N C are mutually exclusive and U u=1 N C,u = N C . Let us define matrices
Then, we can define the average data rate as
Similarly, the average PEB and OEB per user for the multiuser case can be written as
The formulation Y C X * C,u Y T C nullifies the beamformer related to the subcarriers not dedicated for communication (and likewise Y L for localization). Accordingly, the individual subcarriers, and thus the total power budgeted over the entire occupied bandwidth, can be split to cover the two different services.
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section we provide some illustrations of optimized beamformers in a canonical multi-user scenario that can be seen in Fig. 5 .
A. SYSTEM PARAMETERS AND SIMULATION SETUP
Let us consider a mm-Wave BS operating at f c = 38 GHz with bandwidth B = 300 MHz. We fix the antenna elements number for both the BS and the user to N t = N r = 30 elements. We consider both the BS and the user antennas to have a gain of 13 dBi and an inter-element distance d = 0.5λ c . The path loss ξ u between the BS and any mobile user at a distance of d u from the BS is given as in [31] .
where, ξ (d 0 ) = 10 log 10 (4πd 0 /λ c ) 2 is the free space path loss for a reference distance d 0 = 1m. α = 1.9 is the path loss exponent and σ = 4.6 dB is the standard deviation of the zero mean Gaussian random shadow factor X σ respectively. We consider the illustrating canonical scenario shown in Fig. 5 as the system model, unless otherwise specified. 
B. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In Fig. 6 , we show the normalized beam gains as a function of BS transmission directions as a result of localization error optimal multi-user beamforming in the above canonical scenario. We observe variable levels of power transmitted in the directions of the three distinct users depending on the fairness strategy considered. From Fig. 5 , we observe that User 2 is the best user due to its proximity and orientation towards the base station followed by User 3 which is at the same distance as User 1, but with a different orientation. This is evident in Fig. 6 as with the min max fairness strategy, User 1 is allocated relatively more power compared to with the proportional fairness strategy. Using the same localization error optimal beamforming model, in Fig. 7 and 8 we can see the effect of β τ on the subcarriers allocation. As discussed earlier, during localization, we consider symmetric power allocation across subcarriers (with respect to the center frequency of the occupied spectrum) to facilitate the statement and resolution of the optimization problem we derived. Hence, to avoid repetition due to the underlying symmetry in our analysis, we only consider the repeated subcarriers. We consider 8 subcarriers in the full spectrum scenario, but only look at 4 of them numbered as n = {1, 2, 3, 4}. We limit the total power K to 2.5 units and optimize the beamformer with β τ = 0 or β τ > 0. When β τ > 0, we can observe that in Fig. 7 , the first subcarrier has no power allocated and the remaining subcarriers have unequal power distribution. However, for the other case where β τ = 0, we have equal allocation across all the subcarriers, as illustrated by Fig. 8 . The subcarrier power distribution for the two cases are presented in Fig. 9 . It is clear that for β τ > 0, the optimal beamformer would allocate all the power to the two extremities of the spectrum. The reason is that, for delay estimation, performance would benefit from higher resolution provided by a larger equivalent bandwidth (from using more distant frequency components). Hence in the figure, under the spectral power mask constraint (with 0 ≤ trace(f n f H n ) ≤ 1), the optimal power allocation solution is vertical water-filling starting from the ends of the spectrum. In contrast, for AoD and AoA estimation, since the frequency plays no role according to the underlying model, there is a uniform power allocation over all the subcarriers. of three random users positions/orientations (per trial) evaluated with both proportional and min max fairness strategies. In each occupied position of each MC trial, we use the localization error optimal beamforming to characterize the best PEB as the one with minimum PEB, the worst PEB as the one with maximum PEB and the average PEB as the mean PEB over all three users (and similarly for OEB). We can observe that the CDFs of best, worst and average PEB and OEB are close to each other for all the cases. Even then, we can see that the proportional fairness, as expected, performs better for the best user whereas worse for the worst user and in average. It is also evident that the min max fairness improves the worst user performance, whereas the proportional fairness improves further the best user. Based on this observation, we can suggest that, if the dispersion is large between the worst and the best user, it is better to use the proportional fairness scheme such that the localization performance of the best user does not degrade too much whereas for a lower dispersion, min max optimization improves the overall performance more.
In Fig. 12 (and respectively Fig. 13 ), we represent the corresponding trade-off between PEB (and respectively OEB) according to different resources sharing strategies and the average rate. Here, we use the localization optimal beamforming for obtaining the PEB and OEB and the data rate optimal beamforming for obtaining the average rate, as clarified in section V. In case of frequency division, we dedicate the peripheral parts of the spectrum to localization services for better delay estimation [17] . From the equations of data rate, PEB and OEB in section V, one can intuitively understand the effect of time and frequency division. With a larger proportion of time split for the localization phase, we can send more localization pilot signals and get better average PEB and OEB performance. We can notice that PEB and OEB decrease by a factor of √ T s /T L and the average rate decreases by a factor of (T − T L )/T as we increase T L . Similarly, with more time allocated for communication, we get higher data rates for communication as expected. Likewise, increasing the number of subcarriers allocated for localization, we get better average PEB and OEB performances, and consequently the resulting allocation of a low number of subcarriers for communication decreases the rate performance.
From Figs. 12 and 13, we can firstly observe that for singleuser, the PEB is smaller and the data rate is higher. Since there are no beams in other directions unlike for the multi-user case, more power is received by the user. Similarly, it is better for the BS to localize and communicate with all the users simultaneously rather than sequentially while targeting localization and communication with individual users. Moreover, we can see that for both PEB and OEB, it is better to share frequency rather than time to get a better performance. Allocating localization pilots on the extremities of the spectrum improves localization performance (in particular delay performance) while there is no advantageous temporal allocation for either of the phases while sharing time. Here, in the single-user frequency division and multi-user frequency division, we use the peripheral parts of the spectrum for localization and the remaining central part for communication, and hence we can see the performance gain for PEB and OEB with optimal power allocation in frequency rather than in time. The operating point on each trade-off curve then depends on the QoS requirement for each service. Given a particular system scenario and a total resource budget, we can pin-point the feasible region in the trade-off curve that satisfies the QoS requirement for each of the localization and communication services and then find the optimal resource splitting region for the time and frequency division.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, for both single-user and multi-user cases, we firstly derived the optimal beamforming solutions based on the minimization of localization error bounds on the one hand, and on the maximization of the average rate on the other hand. For this sake, we firstly determined the CRLB characterizing the estimation error of intermediary locationdependent parameters, namely delay, AoD and AoA, assuming symmetry for the occupied frequency spectrum of the signal transmitted from the BS. Furthermore, from the formulated localization error, we understood the importance of optimal power allocation in the frequency spectrum during the localization phase, especially for delay estimation, and then determined the optimal beamforming solution. While optimizing the beamformer, we suggested two strategies for power allocation, based on different definitions of fairness among users, namely min max and proportional fairness strategies. Each proposal offers a distinct solution that can be advantageous on its own depending on the use case scenario. Finally, we evaluated the trade-off arising from the different resource sharing strategies, time and frequency in particular, in a framework comprising both localization and communication services for each of the deployment possibilities.
APPENDIXES APPENDIX A COMPONENTS OF THE FIM PER SUBCARRIER
Let F n = f n f H n andȧ Tx,u = da Tx,u /dθ. By assuming the centroid of the antenna array as the reference point in equation (2), we have the relation a H Tx Fȧ Tx = 0 similar to [15] , [18] . Hence, the components of the FIM in equation (5), are as follows. 
where, ρ u,n = 2 P Tx,u T s ξ u |s n | 2 /N o , and
(43c)
APPENDIX B COMPONENTS OF THE FIM FOR MULTIPLE SUBCARRIERS
For the multiple subcarrier case, we exploit the symmetry of beamformers and transmitted data considering f −n = f n and s −n = s n respectively to formulate the FIM as in equation (4). This symmetric assumption ensures that the terms (τ u ,
where, ψ u (τ u , θ u ) = n (τ u , θ u )/(ω n (τ u , θ u )n) and ω n (τ u , θ u ) = |s n | 2 {jȧ H Tx,u F n a Tx,u }. Due to the symmetry of f n and s n , we have ω n (τ n , x n ) = ω −n (τ n , x n ). Hence, N /2 n=−N /2 ω n (τ u , θ u )n = 0 and accordingly (τ u , θ u ) = 0. Likewise, we can derive the FIM for rest of the variables as
Using Schur's complement to calculate the inverse,
and, T 5,u 
where, k u = cd u / cos 2 (θ u ) + cos(θ u ) sin(θ u ) . Hence, we can formulate T 5,u as,
From the above expressions, we can finally formulate J µ,u 
Consider γ with the unit m 2 /rad 2 to be the homogeneity factor. Accordingly, we can thus formulate the localization error as L u = trace[J −1 η ] 1:3 as ,
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